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The human despite allFrom the abyss of Libyan detention to the forging of commonality through strugglesCharles Heller, 9th of December 2022.1
Why am I joining a demonstration in solidarity with migrants and refugees in Libya in front ofthe UNHCR in Geneva on the 9th and 10th of December? What may seem like the simplest ofquestions conjures a series of far more challenging ones. At stake are nothing less than therecognition of the depth of the wounds born by those who have been denied their humanity inLibya, how and why this should concern us all, and what humans might become in strugglingtogether against and across the boundaries that cut across our life in common.
Segen and me
Why do I believe it is essential that I, and others, join a demonstration in solidarity withmigrants and refugees in Libya in front of the UNHCR in Geneva on the 9th and 10th ofDecember? As I ponder answers to this question, the mental image of Segen imposes itself onme. I never met Segen, but his photograph circulated in the press and is still imprinted on mymemory several years after. His dark and emaciated face is portrayed in the shade, but his eyesstand out. His gaze feels empty and yet I feel him staring at me.
Segen (whose real name was Tesfalidet Tesfom) was a 22 year old Eritrean man. He crossedthe sea from Libya, where he had spent 19 months in detention. He was disembarked from theship of the Spanish NGO Open Arms on the 12th of March 2018 in Pozzallo, Sicily. Upon hisarrival, he weighed only 30 kilos. The day after he set foot in Italy, he died of malnutrition andfrom an advanced state of tuberculosis which had perforated his lung.
I would like to know more about who Segen was, about his trajectory of life before arriving inLibya, about what made him happy or sad, what he aspired to. To date, the work of journalistshas mostly focused on the ordeal he faced in Libya. Merawy, a friend of Segen who saw himin hospital just before he passed away, recalled to Alessandro Puglia Segen’s last words. “Hebarely had a whisper of voice and in those brief moments he confessed that it was Libya thathad killed him. He told me that all the migrants were crammed in a room in the detention campof Bani-Walid, they urinated and emptied their bowels in the same room, the women weresexually abused, the men were beaten, nobody could wash and he was fed once or twice a day.Then the doctors told me to go away and Segen died shortly after”.2 In a cruel twist of fate,Segen had survived and escaped captivity, crossed the deadly sea, arrived finally on Europeansoil where he may have hoped to find some degree of protection and safety, only to be caughtup by the lasting effects of the violence he had been subjected to for too long.
I never met Segen and yet I will never forget him. As I stared at the photograph picturing hisemaciated face and in his empty gaze, I – and others such as Eritrean priest Father Mussie Zerai- recognized the faces of the survivors of Nazi death camps. Maybe because the Holocaust hasbecome the paradigm of absolute evil in Europe and North America, and maybe because Irecognize that as a result of my partly Jewish family, at another time, that emaciated face couldhave been mine, I was moved to tears. That shock of recognition, despite the privileges I havetoday as result of the whiteness of my skin and Swiss citizenship, and the difficult questions it
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spurs, have stayed with me since, and I feel the need to write and reflect upon them today. Atstake are nothing less than the recognition of the depth of the wounds born by those who havebeen denied their humanity in Libya, how and why this should concern us all, and what humansmight become in struggling together against and across the boundaries that cut across our lifein common.
The ambivalent politics of comparison
Do I and others need to see the faces of yesterday’s Jewish survivors in the faces of today’smigrants, and of black people in particular, to be able to recognize their humanity? Is thisprojection and comparison necessary to recognize the scale of the violence that those seekingto escape Libya are subjected to? If so, for who and why is it necessary? Whether I like it ornot, from the perspective of my position and personal history, I cannot deny that the photographof Segen and the flash of the connection across people, places and times it crystalized for me,led me to see his face in a different light – a terrifying one.
Is the comparison between Libya’s migrant detention camps and Nazi death camps a justifiedone? What are the risks and problems that arise in the process? As horrifying as it may be, theviolence inflicted upon migrants in Libya today does not aim at extermination. But comparisondoes not amount to simple equation. It rather involves the careful assessment of similaritiesand differences towards the understanding of distinct situations. Beyond this however,comparing Libya’s migrant detention camps with Nazi camps risks reinstating the Holocaustas the single paradigm of absolute evil against which all past and present crimes should bemeasured.3 This is a status I would refuse and resist, for the hierarchies of sufferings itestablishes, and the way it can in turn be used to legitimize the dispossession and oppressionof Palestinian people.4
Another historical connection was drawn – and felt viscerally – by black people across theworld when, in November 2017, CNN broadcast a video showing the labour of black subjectsbeing auctioned on the outskirts of Tripoli. The auction recalled tragically the fate of blackpeople captured, shipped, sold and exploited as slaves across the Atlantic, but also across theSahara and theMediterranean, a trade for which Libyan ports had operated as important nodes.5These images, which gave a new visibility to a reality that had been documented since severalyears, spurred public outrage and demonstrations led by black people across the world.6 Wasthis historical comparison and connection more accurate and relevant then that with the fate ofJews? I would not want to choose one over the other, but rather, as Michael Rothberg hassuggested, emphasize instead the possible multidirectionality of entangled relations with thepast.7 I would further consider that any comparison or genealogy connecting past and presentmust be assessed carefully for what it reveals and conceals. If the comparison with Nazi campsmay shed light on the striping of rights and inhuman practices detained migrants are subjectedto in the exclusionary architectural and political form of the camp, the comparison withhistorical forms of slavery rather brings to the fore the dimensions of objectification,domination and exploitation. What both revealed in common was the role of race in shapingthe extreme dehumanization migrants trapped in Libya are subjected today.
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Words beyond words
Is the comparison with past crimes against humanity the only way we can see – andacknowledge deep in our conscience – the horrendous crime that is being perpetrated in Libyaagainst our fellow humans? How can we take the measure of the horror and come together todo everything that is in our power to bring to an end the violence migrants are subject to inLibya – as well as the EU’s outsourcing of border control to the Libyan coast guard that channelmigrants into it? Historical comparison may be a necessary experience and strategy at a timewhen the quantity and public availability of information on violence in Libya has beendissociated from any reaction strong enough to bring it to an end. The multiple and widespreadforms of inhuman treatment Segen described and which Libyan state actors as well as armedgroups, criminal gangs and militias perpetrate against migrants were already well documentedat the time of his death.8 In 2017 the humanitarian organisation Doctors Without Borders(MSF) interviewed 70 migrants who had been pulled-back by the Libyan coast guard at leastonce. Among them, 19 (27%) had experienced violence during the interception, and 39 (56%)experienced violence, torture, or other ill-treatment in the place they were taken to upon arrivalin Libya.9 The findings were echoed by the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, whodenounced on 11 September 2017 the “horrific abuses migrants face after being interceptedand returned to Libya.”10 Even European government officials, such as Italy’s Deputy Ministerfor Foreign Affairs, Mario Giro, admitted on 6 August 2017, that bringing migrants back toLibya “means taking them back to hell”.11 Crimes against migrants in Libya have beendocumented in further detail since. No later than June 2022 the UN Human Rights Council’sIndependent Fact-Finding Mission on Libya concluded that there were “reasonable grounds tobelieve that crimes against humanity are being committed against migrants in Libya”.12 Crimesagainst humanity. Crimes that not only violate their direct victims, but, because of their gravityand the groups they target, cut through the very fabric that binds humans together.13
Neither the meticulous factual analysis of violence against migrants in Libya or the use of thestrongest normative language to qualify these crimes seem to lead to the electrifying realizationof the scale and gravity of the violence being perpetrated. What may be the cause of thisapparent numbness to accounts of migrants’ suffering? Are we desensitized by themultiplication of accounts of brutal situations across the world? Do the racial, class andcitizenship hierarchies that shapes public perception in the global north lead to the relegationof migrants in Libya within an infrahumanity that is not worth grieving and thus not worthsaving?14 Do the political imperatives of European states seeking to prevent migrants from theglobal south from accessing Europe exceed any and all human cost? Is there any way to break
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through the boundaries that have been drawn across humanity or tilt the scales of politicalcalculations?
It certainly appears that the careful piecing together of facts by human rights actors in and ofitself is no longer up to the task. But the methodologies of human rights investigations are notthe sole modalities of truth production. Michel Foucault believed that while scientific truthcould be patiently assembled as the fragmented pieces of a puzzle, truth production hadoperated differently in the past. For ancient oracles or doctors, truth could also impose itself asruptural event, one that cut through reality and our perception as lighting striking, illuminatingthe world through its flash.15 Today, we may see this evental rather than demonstrative truth atwork in art and poetry. This is certainly the effect I feel reading writers such as EdouardGlissant or Patrick Chamoiseau, who connect the abyss of the Atlantic that swallowed thebodies of yesterday’s slaves to that awaiting migrants crossing the Mediterranean today.16 It isalso the effect of the poetry written on scraps of paper by migrants detained in Libya such asSegen himself,17 or Abdel Wahab Yousif, a Sudanese poet also known as 'Latinos' who diedcrossing the sea in Summer 2020.

In Vain (Abdel Wahab Yousif)
You are destined to meet your fate, Today, tomorrow, or the day after.No one can stop the wheel of destruction

Crushing over the body of life.It is all in vain, nothing, no salvation will come,To rescue the world’s corpse.All in vain, no flicker of light to scare the darkness. In vain, everything is dying:Time, Language, screams, dreams, songs
Love and music.In vain, everything is gone,Except the vacuous hustle of violenceOf dead bodies wrapped in dismal silenceAnd of a hellish destruction pouring from the throat of heaven.18

Segen and Latinos’s words live on after they have left us. The courage and strength theymustered to rescue these words from the depth of the Libyan abyss and write them letter afterletter on scraps of paper as frail as their bodies, imposes on us the courage to listen to and feelthe weight of each one these sentences. It also imposes on us the effort to understand whatpolitical processes have led to the creation of this “wheel of destruction” crushing migrants’bodies and lives, so that it may be interrupted.
Europe’s multi-layered responsibility
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The characterisation of Libya as a “hell” risks contributing to the reproduction of the colonialdivision of the world between a civilized Europe and an uncivilized rest in which brutalviolence is the norm. However, beyond the responsibility of Libyan actors who have beendirectly inflicting violence onto migrants, the EU and its member states have played afundamental role in creating the conditions for these crimes to occur, and in perpetuating them.
Europe has a multi-layered responsibility for the violence migrants, and black people inparticular, are being subjected to in Libya on a daily basis. One level is related to deep historicalresponsibility, as Tendayi Achiume has argued in a series of articles on “migration asdecolonization”.19 European empires have created the extractive and exploitative connectionsbinding Europe to the global south, which the colonized subjects of yesterday follow today asillegalized migrants in seeking to access the “spoils of empire” the colonisers took with them.20Colonization and the racial division of humanity at its core further involved practices ofuninhibited violence which have left an enduring legacy in postcolonial states.21 In the wakeof national independences, military strong men such as Kaddafi have perpetuated forms ofauthoritarian and extractive rule in which violence continues to be mobilised as regularmodality of government.22 It is hard not to see in the violence migrants’ are subjected to inLibya’s camps today the discontinuous legacy of the concentration camps fascist Italy erectedin Eastern Libya nearly a century ago, in which several tens of thousands Libyans died.23
More recently, along with the USA, European states have played a fundamental role in theNATO-led military intervention against the Kaddafi regime. The killing of Kaddafi and thefall of his regime sent Libya (and neighbouring countries) into a spiral of political turmoil andviolence from which it has still not re-remerged. This has created a fragmented politicallandscape in which a range of actors compete for control over territory and resources – amongwhich the bodies and lives of migrants.24
As a result of the EU’s discriminatory migration policies – which allocate differentially theright to access EU territory according to a matrix of citizenship, class, and race – the majorityof migrants from the global south are refused visas, which in turn deprives them of access tosafe and legal means of transport.25 To travel across borders irregularly, illegalized migrantshave no other choice then to resort to traders in the commerce of illegalized passage. Whilethese exist across a broad spectrum, in Libya smugglers and militias have come together toform a violent assemblage which deprives migrants of their freedom.26
Finally, a fundamental level of responsibility of the EU and its member states is the apparatusof outsourced border control it has created, and which has been the focus of several of ourinvestigations within the Forensic Oceanography project and which we are continuing to
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document today through the Border Forensics agency.27 Since 2016, the EU and its memberstates – Italy in particular – have outsourced border control to the Libyan Coast Guard so thatthey intercept migrants attempting to escape Libya. This has resulted in more than 100.000people being captured at sea and brought back to violence and detention since 2017.
Crimes against humanity not only at Europe’s doorstep, but, to a large extent, of Europe’s ownmaking. I can only imagine the responsibility of Libyan and European actors will be recognizedone day – as one may hope from several ongoing complaints in front of different courts, and ifnot from the tribunal of history.28 But future accountability is of no comfort for those whosuffer torture today. The “wheel of destruction” described by Latinos – the mechanisms ofwhich extend across both shores of the Mediterranean, must be blocked now.
David against the UNHCR
I will never forget Segen, even though I never met him. But I did meet many other people whosurvived Libya’s camps and the Mediterranean crossing EU policies have made so deadly. Oneof them, David Yambio, whom I encountered recently, made a lasting impression on me.David, a 25-year-old man from South Sudan, had only recently arrived in Italy – on his thirdattempt at the escaping Libya since 2019 – when we met at a conference in Bologna in Summer2022. As we discussed the evolution of border violence and struggles across the centralMediterranean, David spoke eloquently of his involvement in the “Refugees in Libya”movement. Despite what he has gone through, he appeared to me at first remarkably calm andeven joyful. After the conference, as we walked through the town in the night, he subtlyrevealed some of the darker sides of his experience. As I asked him about his personal plansand aspirations now that he was in Italy, he answered “I don’t know. In Libya I lost the capacityto dream – all I had were nightmares”.
David has told his story many a time.29 He fled the civil war in South Sudan when he was 19.After spending two years in Chad, where his status as refugee was recognized, he left for Libya,where he registered at the UNHCR hoping to be resettled to another country. But despite theregular claims by EU officials that in conjunction with their support to border control in Libyathey support humanitarian assistance as well, the UNHCR’s capacity to protect the rights andlives of refugees is far from effective. Its office in Libya has a very limited capacity, and hasrestricted registration to only 9 nationalities (Oromo Ethiopians, Eritreans, Iraqis, Somalis,Syrians, Palestinians, and Sudanese from Darfur), thus excluding many migrants from beingable to seek any sort of protection. Even those who do fall within these groups receive little tono support and face the prospect of years of waiting in limbo as the UNHCR has only resettled2455 people since 2017.30 After three years of facing the cycle of interception, detention andviolence in Libya, David, as many others, still had no answer from the UN agency. When, onthe 1st of October 2021, Libyan police and military forces raided the Gargaresh neighbourhood
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in Tripoli, arbitrarily arresting and detaining thousands of migrants, David and others whonarrowly escaped, gathered in front of the UNHCR in Tripoli. Together they claimed for theirvoices to be heard, for their live and rights to be respected, and demanded to be protected incountries of safety. Believing that whoever leaves their home is a refugee regardless of thereasons for doing so, the movement for which David became one of the spokespersons calleditself “Refugees in Libya”.31 During 100 days nearly 2000 people sat in front of the UNHCR,forming what became one of the most impressive recent self-organised mobilisation led bymigrants.32 During this time, the voices of the “Refugees in Libya” movement and David’s inparticular, resonated far beyond Tripoli, as they were amplified by the international press andseveral transnational migrant solidarity movements such as the WatchTheMed Alarm Phoneand Mediterranea. Despite this, and several rounds of negotiation with the UNHCR, theirdemands were ignored. On the 10th of January 2022, the UNHCR decided to close itsoffice. Shortly after the announcement, Libyan militias were deployed, brutally evicted theprotesters and detained 600 of them. David narrowly escaped, but knowing that as a leader hewas personally threatened, he remained in hiding until he managed to cross the sea. While thecourageous protest of “Refugees in Libya” fell on the deaf ears of the UNHCR in Libya, Davidis continuing the struggle he led on European soil. On the 9th and 10th of December 2022, he istaking part of a sit-in in front of the UNHCR’s headquarters in Geneva.33 Will the voices anddemands of “Refugees in Libya” finally be heard? Will the UNHCR step up protection in andresettlement from Libya to match the needs of refugees and migrants trapped in Libya? Or willit at least acknowledge the limitations to its capacity to offer meaningful protection and stopallowing the EU to cover its policy of violent containment with a humanitarian varnish?
Reclaiming our humanity through common struggles
In his 1950 Discourse on Colonialism, Aimé Césaire did not oppose colonialism and slaveryto Nazi crimes. Arguing that the Nazi regime’s devasting violence in Europe was the“boomerang effect” of the violence of Europe’s colonial expansion, he sought to account forhow they were intertwined, a research agenda that has been reactivated in recent years.34 In hisshort book, Césaire describes how the colonized and the colonizer are mutually transformedby violence, arguing that “the colonizer, who [...] gets into the habit of seeing the other man asa beast, accustoms himself to treating him like a beast, tends objectively to transform himselfinto a beast.”35 It is not difficult to see the resonance of this mutually destructive process acrossmany contemporary geographies of violence, including at Europe’s disseminated borders –within, at and beyond the limits of EU territory. Can we not see the effects of thedehumanization of illegalized migrants on the rest of European societies and polities? Asmigrants are treated as beasts by border guards, it is these border guards themselves who turnthemselves into beast-like beings. In the same breath as far-right politicians and groups attackmigrants from the global south, they target as well other segments of society that do not fit theirhomogenous and patriarchal vision of nationhood. When the rights of some are treated withdisregard, the denial of rights, arbitrariness and violence easily spreads. And if, even as distant– but in many ways implicated – observers, we fail to oppose the dehumanisation of migrants,
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we normalise it and get drawn into its spiral. For as Achille Mbembe has argued, there can onlybe humanity when one lets oneself affected by the face of the other.36
How can we interrupt this process of dehumanization of racialised, classed and illegalisedmigrants that threatens to engulf us all? I certainly have no easy answer to this question. Theonly response I have found over the years to avoid despair and restore my own faith in humanityis engaging in common struggles against and across the boundaries that have been drawnbetween us.
“Humanity” may be a deeply problematic concept, and this for a number of reasons. After all,it has a long been used precisely by white, bourgeois men to deny the humanity of most of thepeople populating the surface of the earth. Today benevolent calls to overcoming differencetowards the recognition of a shared humanity (humanity as sameness we might call it) soundhollow and occlude continuing hierarchies, and different degrees of affectedness andresponsibility this entails. This is the risk for example with the concept of the Anthropocene –understood as the period in which human activity started to have a significant impact on theplanet's climate – which occludes the reality of a segment of humanity – the global north (andthe richest within it) - embedded within a particular economic system – capitalism – being themain cause of the ongoing environmental catastrophe, the effects of which are feltdisproportionately by people of the global south.37 Furthermore, even inclusive conceptions ofhumanity may entrench ontological separations that prevent the full recognition of theentanglements between human and non-human which is the condition for fostering new formsof care and repair.
But the human, as Sylvia Wynter has argued, is also a contested practice, which can bemobilised by the oppressed to affirm their human status and transforms the meaning andcondition of the human in the process.38 Like human rights, the categories of the human andhumanity may constitute less existing realities than tools for struggle and transformation.When claims to humanity are voiced – as when we hear “We are human!” resonate indemonstrations and protests of migrants and refugees – we have at work what SandroMezzadracalls an “insurgence of the human”, which occurs “amid and against violence, insult, anddestitution”.39 As important as it may be to critique the exclusionary and violent dimensions ofwestern humanism and contest the boundaries between the human and non-human, it appearsto me fundamental to support struggles against the boundaries that continue to be drawn withinhumanity itself. At best, these imperatives may work in tandem.
How may we engage in these struggles of what we might call insurgent humanism together,despite the hierarchies in our positions? How may we work through our differences to fosternew connections and commonalities and weave the fabric of a humanity to come? What is therole of shared grief in this process? For Achille Mbembe, to share the beauty of the world, wemust also learn to be in solidarity with all its sufferings. It is this way that we may repair thefabric and face of the world.40 It is such a process I have sought to engage with by staying withthe image of Segen, and giving space to the feeling of how his wounds cause mine to sore,despite the incommensurability of our experiences. Each one of us may find different paths to
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relate to the pain of others, and partly make it their own. But I am weary of limiting the basisfor the forging of solidarity to shared grief. The feminist movement offers us a deep archive oftheories and practices to acknowledge the intersection of different systems of oppression – ofpatriarchy, of race and class – but also to engage in the careful work of building alliances acrossdifferent positions within them. Beyond the bonds born out of shared experiences of suffering,Bell Hooks teaches us, we can build bonds of shared struggle towards a common politicalhorizon – or what she calls political solidarity.41
It is that feeling of commonality in difference and striving towards a shared horizon of freedomand justice that animates my participation in different struggles against the violence of borders,and for the equal right of all to move and stay – from documentation, litigation and advocacyto direct support to illegalised migrants in the exercise of their precarious mobility. It is thatfeeling that filled me in 2017 as I walked the streets of Geneva marching and shouting at theside of black people leading the protest against slavery in Libya. It is that feeling I haveexperienced again on the 9th of December 2022 standing in the cold in front of the UNHCR inGeneva, listening to the voices of refugees who have experienced the Libyan abyss and raisingmine with them.
One of Segen’s poems starts with these words: “Don’t panic, my brother/ tell me, am I not yourbrother/ why don’t you ask about me?/ Is it really that nice living alone if you forget yourbrother in the moment of need?”.42 I, and many others, won’t forget you Segen. I am sorry Iwas not able to be there for you, and many more brothers and sisters in need. The memory ofyour loss spurs me to continue as best I can to the struggle against the horrors you experiencedin Libya. But no less essential to my determination is knowing that David and others live on tocontinue their struggle, and that I can stand by their side and raise my voice with theirs for thefull recognition of the human dignity, rights, freedom, and equality of all.
Charles Heller is a Research Associate at the Graduate Institute, Geneva, co-director of theresearch and investigation agency Border Forensics and co-president of the Migreuropnetwork.
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